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Abstract: Indian Railways (IR) work on static block signaling (SBS) system to control mixed train traffic. Current state of operation can be improved by using communication based train control (CBTC) system with moving block signaling (MBS). The mixed traffic conditions in IR restrict the direct use of CBTC systems used elsewhere and thus first necessitated study of existing CBTC systems followed by development of CBTC system for IR. Operations research and constraint programming technologies do not cope well in complex, dynamic, and highly interactive systems like railway operations. Multi-agent systems are event based and have been used to express many complex real systems. Developments of multi-agent systems are based on logical structure design phase and implementation phase. Lack of sufficient standards and tools makes the design of complex agent based applications difficult thus most of the work do not describe the design phase in detail. This paper uses methodology for engineering systems of software agents (MESSAGE) for the analysis and design of multi-agent based CBTC system for IR. The paper describes the detail design of sub-goal moving authority given for the block section while considering various run time scenarios that might interrupt normal running of trains. A good structural design of the system shall however help for the study of behavioral aspects of the system through simulation or deployment.
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1. Introduction

Static block signaling (SBS) system to control mixed train traffic in Indian Railways (IR) has several limitations related to existing line capacity utilization and safe train operations. These limitations can be improved through communication based train control (CBTC) system with moving block signaling (MBS). Most countries, that use CBTC system, have homogeneous train traffic which makes its implementation easier. CBTC system with MBS is a safety critical system because its incorrect functioning may generate serious consequences. Therefore, in-depth study of various organizational and operating processes in IR is necessary to evolve with a software framework that provides increased flexibility in terms of further refinement as and when necessary.

CBTC system is a distributed, complex, dynamic, and highly interactive system and agent based computing is one of the powerful technologies for the development of such systems [1]. Agents represent the most important new paradigm for software development since object-oriented design [2]. Agent-based computing system has several advantages over traditional computing system as its inherent distribution property allows for a natural decomposition of the system into multiple agents that interact with each other to achieve a desired global goal. This approach significantly enhances the design and analysis of problem domains under the following three conditions [3]: The problem domain is geographically distributed; the subsystems exist in a dynamic
environment; and the subsystems need to interact with each other more flexibly. The operating scenarios of railway transportation system overlaps with the above three conditions thus making the multi-agent technology most suitable [4]-[6].

The most appealing characteristics of agents in any dynamic, complex, and highly interactive scenario are their autonomy, mobility, collaboration, and reactivity. The collaborative property of multi-agent system enables agents communicates with each other to achieve a global goal. On the other hand, their ability to perceive about the environment where they operate and react timely to environmental changes is another important property [7].

In spite of several interesting properties, however, a very few deployable multi-agent systems have been developed. Development of multi-agent systems involves: logical structure design and implementation. One of the major factors delaying widespread adoption of multi-agent systems is due to the lack of standard software development techniques focusing on the structural analysis and design of any deployable system [8]. Existing object oriented analysis and design techniques do not adequately model agent paradigm’s properties. In such situations agent oriented analysis and design techniques to provide developers with a higher degree of expressiveness and flexibility to represent agent based systems is required. Several methodologies such as societies in open and distributed agent spaces (SODA) [9], Tropos [10], multi-agent systems engineering (MaSE) [11], methodology for engineering systems of software agents (MESSAGE) [12], and a process for agent societies specification and implementation (PASSI) [13] etc. have been developed for the analysis and design of agent oriented systems. Out of them, MESSAGE provides a powerful set of views in comparison to other methodologies for graphically describing structural aspects of agent oriented systems. Furthermore, it provides a process and a number of heuristic rules for carrying out the analysis and design of multi-agent systems. Several agent implementation tools [14] such as java agent development framework [15], zeeus agent building tool-kit [16], jack intelligent agents framework [17] offer a strong support for implementation of multi-agent systems. All these tools, however, lack full support for the analysis and design phase that form the central in any software development life cycle.

This paper presents MESSAGE based multi-agent CBTC framework for IR named Indian Railways Management System (IRMS) and in particular the design of sub-goal moving authority given for the block section is discussed in detail. The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section 2 covers the related work and Section 3 presents background and overview of the proposed system. Structural design of the system is covered in Section 4 and analysis of the system is presented in Section 5. Finally Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Several approaches for automatic train control based on mathematical models, simulations, multi-agents, and soft computing techniques corresponding to SBS and MBS systems have been dealt in the literature. To the best of knowledge our work is the first to explore the issues specific to IR that might be important to consider before moving IR to CBTC on MBS based infrastructure. IR system operates under its General Rule book [18] and defines numerous functionalities and operational constraints. For the sake of simplicity in this section we limit our discussion to a few of them and assess them from the view point of a CBTC system. Generally speaking, the entire operational aspect can be divided into two major components: first, the scenario in which the trains run and the second, how the functional component(s) react to such scenario(s). In the following, we discuss related research in the direction of multi-agent based train control system.

In our earlier work [19], a multi-agent based CBTC framework with MBS using MESSAGE methodology was presented for IR. It was a work-in-progress paper and a simplified model of sub-goal moving authority given was implemented using CPN to evaluate the behavioral aspects.

Implementation of a completely autonomous multi-agents based train control system is presented in [20]. Authors describe several issues related to stability and controllability, provided relevant safety and operational requirements by using communication methods and various sensors. However, the multi-agent architecture
based on any standard agent based software modeling technique was missing. Further, there was little information about the structure's behavioral analysis. Absence of a agent oriented standard methodology for structural design does not bring much clarity about the software system.

MARCS - multi-agent railway control system is presented in [21] is a multi-layered system comprises three distinct agent types, i.e., supervisor, train and station. The learning layer creates rules by learning from the situations accumulated by the control layer. These rules were used to improve traffic control processes, minimize wait time and stop orders sent for each train. However, the detailed structural design using a standard agent oriented methodology was missing.

A hybrid software agent model for designing Chinese Train Control System (CTCS) simulation software using deliberative and reactive agents is developed in [22]. The reactive memory used in the model appropriates the agents' use in real-time. Authors concluded the efficacy of their hybrid software agent to distributed supervising and control systems. UML was used to describe the structure of CTCS in sufficient detail. UML does not support to fully describe agents' characteristics and thus use of agent oriented structural design methodology for describing agent based systems will be more beneficial.

Multi-agent system for the open railway access market [23] is developed to model the negotiation process between a train service provider (TSP) and an infrastructure provider (IP) for track access permissions. The multi-agent used TSP agents and IP agents to interact with each other to enable optimal track access according to the requirements given by TSP agent.

A multi-agent system given in [24] works on contract-net protocol and is capable of handling planning and plan execution monitoring in a real-time railway transportation scenario. Outcomes of their work provide further insight into the route optimization issue in shared track infrastructure.

To the best of our understanding none of the above works focused on the detailed structural analysis and design of multi-agent based system. The absence of detailed structural model of any system makes the understanding difficult for its analysis and further structural modifications to enhance the functionality if required. We felt it is important to follow a methodology that builds upon best practice methods in software engineering for the analysis and design of agent based systems.

3. Proposed IRMS

In this section we first discuss the background of the present signaling system used in IR and discuss the MBS based CBTC system used elsewhere. Further the major components of the proposed IRMS and their interaction is presented.

3.1. Background

IR covering a total rail length of 65,000 km is one of the largest railway networks in the world. The signaling system followed in IR is SBS and has six systems of working such as absolute block signaling (ABS) system, automatic block signaling (ABSi) system [25], following train system, pilot guard system, train-staff and ticket system, and one-train only system [18]. According to chapter VII of General Rule Book of IR [18] "ABS and ABSi" alone shall be used while other working may be used under special circumstances. IR operates several different categories of trains, widely varies in terms of their technology, speed, braking performance, number of stoppages etc. and termed as mixed traffic. The following paragraphs highlight various aspects of SBS and MBS system. Further, we mention on the need for MBS system for IR.

ABS system consists of block section - the entire section between two stations and station section. In long block sections ABS results in severe underutilization of track section for both slow and fast trains due to the reason of one train in one block section in any given time. ABSi improved track utilization by further sectionalizing the block section into multiple smaller sized block sections (as small as 1 km) each controlled by automatic block signals. Smaller block sections does improve the utilization but not optimally. Moreover, when enforced on mixed traffic, the considerably large safety distance required by fast trains are imposed also on slower trains. This makes marginal improvement in utilization of track capacity which can be further improved. On the other
hand smaller block section lengths is better for slow trains but not for fast trains due to safety aspects. Cab signaling [26] (not used in IR) is another enhancement to ABSi where signal aspects are transmitted to train driver's console through wireless communication. Cab signaling eventually leads to CBTC system [27].

In MBS [28] the blocks are decided in real time by computers as safe zones around each train. This requires the knowledge of the exact location, speed, direction of trains and continuous radio between the zone controller (ZC) and the train's on-board system. Track side active and passive markers, and train-borne tachometers along with underlying communication system are the principal enablers for the real time determination and communication of several train operation control information. The tests [28] indicated that CBTC system based on MBS (For example European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) level-3 [29]) greatly improved service quality and transportation efficiency in comparison with SBS.

3.2. Overview of IRMS

The software agent based CBTC rail track infrastructure is divided into areas or regions, each area under the control of a ZC and each with its own radio trans-receiving system with reliable and continuous radio link. Fig. 1 shows the high level architecture of IRMS which describes the important functional components and their corresponding agents. It consists of four principal components: ZC, Station Controller (SC), Trackside Device Control System (TSDCS), and On board Device Control System (OBDCS). Working of these functional components is outlined here.

![Fig. 1. Abstract level diagram of IRMS.](image)

Each train has an OBDCS that includes vehicle onboard controller and several train borne equipments, such as GSM-R trans-receiver antenna, RFID reader, speedometer, accelerator, braking unit, driver display screen, and train integrity monitor etc. Train borne equipments collect the relevant information, such as train number, speed, location identifier, direction etc., and periodically send to their respective ZC. Location identifier is the location reference read by train borne RFID reader through track side RFID tags.

On the reception of this information, respective ZC computes safe moving authority on the basis of ahead track status and train characteristics, and communicates to respective train. Further, ZC gives the instructions to SC to create the root by interlocking for the arrival or departure of trains in station section. Train handover between two adjacent ZCs occurs when a train passes the overlapped ZC boundaries.

Each station section has a single SC responsible for interlocking (establishing or releasing a route) for the
arrival or departure of trains. The route is created by fixing all switches presented on the path in a required position. SC receives a route from ZC, i.e. sequence of switches and their positions, and gives instruction one by one to TSDCS to fix each switch in a required position. The SC on receipt of positive acknowledgement for all required switches from TSDCS, it gives route establishment acknowledgement to ZC. If SC receives negative acknowledgement for any required switch, it releases all switches and gives negative route establishment acknowledgement to ZC.

Switches falling under a particular station section are controlled by the respective TSDCS. It is responsible to fix each individual switch in a required position. It receives a switch identifier and its position information from SC. If switch is fixed in desired position it transmits positive acknowledgement to SC otherwise negative acknowledgement. TSDCS also continuously monitors health and status of all its switches, and reports to respective SC.

4. Structural Analysis and Design of IRMS

This section discusses MESSAGE methodology based on which the IRMS is designed. Further, the structural design of IRMS is presented.

4.1. Overview of Message

MESSAGE [12] is an agent oriented software engineering methodology which builds upon current software engineering best practices covering analysis and design of multi-agent systems. It extends the UML by adding new concepts such as agent, goal, and task etc. required to analyze and design agent oriented systems. A number of predefined guidelines and rules help the developer to analyze and design agent based systems in accurate way. It uses a rich set of notations and proper textual labels for easy and intuitive representation of several view diagrams of the agent oriented system. It provides a set of views each emphasize on a limited but consistent aspects of a system, however together they represent a complete view of the whole system. The views/diagrams that it describes:

- **Organisation diagram**: Organization is a group of agents working together for a common purpose. Organization diagram shows concrete entities (agents, organisations, roles, resources) of the system and relationships between them (aggregation, power, and acquaintance relationships).
- **Goal/Task diagram**: Goal is an intension of an agent to achieve some desired state. Goal diagram defines the goals of the composite system and their decomposition into sub-goals. Task is the basic unit of activities preformed by an agent to achieve a particular goal. Task workflow diagram captures how a number of tasks can be performed in a sequence to achieve a particular goal.
- **Agent/Role diagram**: Agent is an atomic autonomous entity capable to perform some useful function. It can play several roles each describing its external characteristics. Agent diagram focuses on an individual agent and its roles. It describes agent's characteristics such as what goals it is responsible for, what resources it controls, what tasks it knows, how to perform a task, etc. Roles can also be used as indirect references to agents.
- **Interaction diagram**: The interaction diagram is concerned with capturing the way in which agents (or roles) exchange information among each other (as well as with their environment).
- **Domain diagram**: Domain works as a repository of relevant information about the problem domain. The domain diagram shows the domain-specific classes, their structures and relations with others. MESSAGE uses UML class diagrams for this purpose.

The various concept symbols and relation symbols used in MESSAGE are presented in Fig. 2.

4.2. Structural Design

MESSAGE provides above described five different views to the system designer for the analysis and design of agent oriented systems. We used MESSAGE to design all these views to capture different aspects of the proposed IRMS. These views of IRMS are as follows:
4.2.1. Organization diagram

Fig. 3 describes the level 0 organization diagram of IRMS representing the structural relationships. It has four organizations OBDCS, TSDCS, SC, and ZC, each represent a set of agents working in unison for a common goal. Further, it shows the relation between system and its external resources. External resources include databases for maintaining train related information, train schedule, track, and track side devices, and deals with three types of physical entities such as train, track, and track side devices. The working and responsibility of each organization is same as described in section 3.2. Organizations OBDC, SC, and ZC are associated with roles driver, station master, and zone control master respectively responsible for monitoring and supervisory control. Each organization can be further analyzed at level 1 for its detailed view.

4.2.2. Goal diagram

The main goal Train Moved safely is decomposed according to the goal decomposition diagram of MESSAGE. The goal view (see Fig. 4) represents various sub-goals to be attained by the system for safe movement of trains both in station section and block section. Further every station section has different scenarios like single track or double track. Certain scenarios cannot coexist for example a train at a given time cannot be both in station section and block section. Such scenario is represented by Or-decomposition. Whereas certain operations can coexist in a station section for example operations like train received, train dispatched, and conflict detected and resolved. Such scenarios are represented by And-decomposition. Similarly, the block section can have only sub-goal moving authority given. As the operational rules for block sections are different from station section, and the work focuses on designing of block section only, in the following we discuss design related to sub-goal moving authority given for block section. However, design related to the station section is a work under progress.
4.2.3. Sub-goal moving authority given

Here we furnish further details like workflow diagram, agent diagrams, and interaction diagrams of the
sub-goal moving authority given.

a) **Task Workflow diagram:** Each sub-system in Fig. 1 contains one or more identified software agents to carry specific task(s). These agents follow a predefined workflow according to IRMS and operate in a collaborative manner to perform the overall goal of each sub-system. Fig. 5 shows a sufficiently detailed diagram showing every task performed by respective agents during the course of moving authority given decision process. Agents can be of three types: reactive, proactive, and hybrid. In this work agents are of hybrid category. For the expansion of certain abbreviations used in Fig. 5 the reader may refer to Fig. 1. According to MESSAGE’s task workflow designing rules, each task is connected with a role, responsible to perform the task, through a line labeled <<performance>>. However, due to space restrictions the lines connecting the role and task have not been shown here. To make the representation simple, each task is numbered corresponding to their role.

b) **Agent diagram:** Fig. 6 explains MAPA and its relationship with other entities, i.e. roles, goals, services, resources, and other agents. The functionality of MAPA is divided into four roles. Initial info. receiver role receives train information from ZCSA, Track & train data retriever role retrieves specific track and train details from database, MAPA’s sub-agents communication manager role helps exchange information between MAPA and its underlying sub-agents, and Final result transmitter role transmits allowable speed and safe braking distance determined by underlying sub-agents with ahead track information to ZCSA. The combined effort of all these roles and sub-agents helps MAPA to providing moving authority service and to achieve moving authority given goal. Each sub-agent is responsible for achieving its specific goal. The description of MAPA’s sub-agents is given in Fig. 7.

- **Initial trains position initializer agent (ITPIA):** It performs only one role i.e., Initial train position initializer shown in Fig. 7(a), that initializes the initial start position of all trains within the respective ZC to the corresponding MAPA.

- **RFID fault manager agent (RFMA):** RFID fault may occur either due to train borne RFID reader or track side RFID tags malfunctioning. The functionality of RFMA is divided into three roles as shown in Fig. 7(b). Train occupied RFID list generator role generates the list of RFIDs occupied by the train representing the length of train, Trains occupied RFID lists manager role manages lists of RFIDs occupied by all trains running within the same ZC, and RFID fault manager role detects the RFID faults and instructs to apply emergency brake if more than one consecutive RFIDs are missed due to either train borne RFID reader or track side RFID tag malfunctioning. The combined effort of all these roles helps achieve RFID fault resolved goal.

- **Train technical fault manager agent (TTFMA):** Train's consistency report defines the overall health status of its equipments. Fig. 7(c) presents structure of TTFMA. It contains a single role Train technical fault manager that checks consistency report of train’s equipments sent by OBDCA to detect technical fault. If a fault is detected, it instructs to apply emergency brake.

- **Train partition fault manager agent (TPFMA):** A train is partitioned due to brake in coupling and such situations referred as train partitioning. Fig. 7(d) describes the structure of TPFMA. The functionality of TPFMA is divided into three roles. Train partition fault manager role checks whether train has been parted or not, if yes it instructs to apply emergency brake and Parted trains list manager role appends the last RFID occupied by train’s rear end when train was not parted, and Successor parted trains location estimator role extracts the locations of last RFIDs occupied by the rear ends of successor parted trains.

- **Successor trains manager agent (STMA):** Safe operation of successor trains depends on the ahead train location information. Fig. 7(e) presents the structure of STMA. It performs the single role Successor trains location extractor that extracts the locations of last RFIDs occupied by the rear ends of ahead
trains and achieves Successor trains detected goal.

- **Track fault manager agent (TFMA):** Track faults refer to restricted speed of operation in a given region or not allowed to proceed at all until fault is rectified. The functionality of TFMA is divided into two roles as shown in Fig. 7(f). *Track faults list manager* role maintains the list of track faults detected by underlying track side equipments, and *Ahead track faults detector* role extracts the location and restricted speed information on ahead track.

- **Object restricted speed calculator agent (ORSCA):** The safe operation of train depends on object(s) on the track ahead. Objects can represent train, parted train, a faulty track, or a track with speed restriction. The ORSCA performs two roles shown in Fig. 7(g). *Object restricted speed calculator* role takes the locations of the ahead trains, ahead parted trains and ahead track faults as input to determine the speeds of train in question. *Minimum object restricted speed selector* role selects the minimal speed of the calculated object restricted speeds.

- **Turnout restricted speed calculator agent (TRSCA):** Turnouts on track enables trains to be guided from one track to another. Such portions have speed restrictions and the running trains must follow the speed restrictions. Working of TRSCA is divided into two roles as shown in Fig. 7(h). *Ahead turnout info retriever* role retrieves the information of the turnout on ahead track and *Turnout restricted speed calculator* role determines the restricted speed of the train for that turnout on ahead track.

- **Emergency brake restricted speed calculator agent (ERSCA):** Due to variety of reasons train may receive emergency braking instruction from ZC. The functioning of ERSCA in divided into two roles as shown in Fig. 7(i). *Emergency brake requirement detector* role checks the status of various faults, if faults occur *Emergency brake restricted speed calculator* role determines the desired speed of the train according to emergency braking rate for that train.

- **Safe braking distance calculator agent (SBDCA):** Safe braking distance defines the distance at which the train stops according to its braking characteristics. SBDCA performs two roles as in Fig. 7(j). *Final allowable speed selector* role selects the smallest value of the speed among the turnout restricted speed, emergency braking reduced speed, object restricted speed etc., and *SBD calculator* role calculates the safe braking distance of the train according to the selected final allowable speed and train's braking characteristics.

- **Train restart manager agent (TRMA):** Train restarts after normalcy is restored. TRMA performs the two roles as in Fig. 7(k). *Physical fault manager* role is responsible for providing instructions to correct
physical faults related to train and infrastructure that require human intervention, and Train information processing restarter role checks the status of stopped trains, those were stopped due to some faults, if they have elapsed their assigned waiting time and respective faults have been corrected, the role restarts the processing of train information is used to provide moving authority.

c) Interaction diagram: ZCSA decides what operations have to perform with the information received from OBDCA on the basis of train’s current location and transmits this information to respective agents for further processing. Because trains are running within block section, ZCSA transmits the received information to MAPA for the moving authority determination. Fig. 8 represents the ZCSA-MAPA interaction and the reason for their interaction. Each unique interaction between two agents is represented by an individual interaction diagram. Whereas, the format of a message exchanged during the interaction is illustrated by domain diagram (same as UML class diagram). The interaction diagram of each interaction between MAPA and its sub-agents, and domain diagram of each message have not been presented here for the sake of simplicity. Fig. 9 illustrates a UML message sequence chart (MSC) to represent the interaction and massage sequence between MAPA and its sub-agents.
5. Conclusion

The paper focused on the design aspects of multi-agent based IRMS and proposed the structural analysis and design using MESSAGE methodology due to its high degree of expressiveness and flexibility. In addition, the work attempted at providing the system design based on software best practices in sufficient detail which was missing or insufficient in most of the multi-agent system related research. The design approach, while serving as a case of IR, however, would provide better understanding of the relation among the various organizational
components and processes that in general is foundation for any complex, dynamic, and highly interactive multi-agent system design. In the following work we will be reporting about the formal modeling of the designed system to analyze the behavioral aspects.
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